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Abstrac t  

In this paper I argue for a broad game theoretical perspective on language use. 
Polite lingmstic behavior, in particular, should be taken as rational interaction of 
conversational partners that each come with their own beliefs and preferences. I 
argue that the function of making a request in a polite way is to turn a situation 
in which preferences are not well aligned to one where they are by assuming that 
to utter polite expressions is costly. This idea will be formalized by making use of 
Lewisean signaling games and the biological handicap principle. 

Using language rationally: broadening Gricean pragmatics 

Within linguistic pragmatics, Grice's (1967) cooperative principle has always played an 
important role, the assumption that speakers are maximally efficient rational cooper- 
ative language users. Grice comes up with a list of four rules of thumb - the maxims 
of quality, quantity, relevance and manner-  that  specify what  participants have to 
do in order to satisfy this principle. They should speak sincerely (quality), relevantly 
(relevance) and clearly (manner), and must provide sufficient information (quantity). 
Grice's maxims of conversation are sometimes seen as statements of regular patterns, or 
laws, of behavior. Problematic for such a view, however, is that  the maxims are often 
violated in actual communication (see below). For some Griceans this can, almost by 
definition, never be the case: if the maxims appear to be violated, they are still obeyed 
- so it is argued -, though now at a 'deeper' level. However, such a move turns the 
down-to-earth Gricean rules of thumb not only into a mysteriously 'deep' theory, it also 
threatens to make the whole theory completely unfalsifiable and thus avoid of interest. 

A more interesting perspective upon the Gricean principles, I believe, is to think 
of them as conventional norms evolved under the pressure of evolution: if agents be- 
have in accordance with the norms, we are able to communicate useful information in 
an efficient bat still reliable way. This suggests that  formal analyses of evolution - 
in particular, evolutionary game theory (cf. Weibull, 1995) - could and should give 

*Thanks to Manfred Krifka, who stimulated me most to write this paper, two anonymous TARK 
reviewers, Johan van Benthem, but especially Carl Bergstrom for insightful comments on an earlier 
version of this paper. 
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an explanatory account of how these norms/conventions could have emerged. A cru- 
cial advantage of taking the Gricean maxims as conventional norms  - rather than as 
behavioral rules - of communicative behavior, is that  now we don' t  have to 'explain 
away' cases in which the Gricean maxims are violated. Instead, we can now study the 
circumstances in which these violations occur. 

As has been observed by Brown & Levinson (1978), Leech (1983), and others, 
Gricean maxims are systematically violated when poli teness is of crucial importance. 
People pick 'safe topics' (e.g., the weather) to stress agreement and communicate an 
interest in maintaining good relations - but thereby violate the maxim of relevance. 

Euphemisms avoid mentioning the unmentionable, but in the process of using them 
people violate the maxims of m a n n e r  and quality. Sentences typically lack their cus- 
tomary  quanti ty  implicatures (and thus violate the corresponding maxim to give as 
much relevant information as they can) in circumstances in which the speaker wishes 
to be modest,  to avoid insulting the speaker, and so on. 

( 

1 Polite  linguistic behavior: why and how? 

A conversation is a multi-agent situation, and in such a situation each of its partici- 
pants come with their own goals and preferences. Grice's (1967) influential cooperative 
principle - and the maxims that  follow from it - implicitly assumes that  in a conver- 
sation these goals and preferences are fully aligned. But they need not be, of course; 
they coincide only in special cases. Thinking of language as an instrument to influence 
other 's  behavior into your own advantage suggests that  strategic considerations play a 
much more important  role in language use than recognized by Grice. 

A standard way in which we t ry  to influence each other 's  behavior is by changing 
each other 's  beliefs by means of assertions.  A more direct way of doing so, however, is 

• by using commands  and requests. In which circumstances is it rational to express what 
one wants the other to do in a polite, indirect, way? Our observation above tha t  Grice's 
conversational maxims are typically violated in case politeness is at issue suggests a 
straightforward answer when we take a more general game-theoretical perspective: in 
these cases where we cannot assume the cooperative principle to hold, because the 
assumption behind this principle - the assumption that  the goals and preferences of 
the agents are (known to be) perfectly aligned - is violated. 

At first, it seems as if this hypothesis must simply be false: isn't  it typically the case 
that  for commands, speaker and hearer have opposing preferences? I don ' t  believe so. 
First, in cases where there is no threat  of imposition, as in instructions, one typically 
uses (short) imperatives: e.g. Click here to see more/. In fact, imperatives typically 
tend to be short, as if by convention. An evolutionary perspective suggests tha t  only 
that  part  of the signal can become a communicative convention that  is likely to influence 
the receiver in such a way that  (on average) both the signaler and the receiver benefit 
from the exchange. But this suggests that  this also holds for commands (see also 
Milikan, 1984). And indeed, pure and unexplained orders are sometimes used for the 
obvious benefit of the addressee: 

(1) a. Enjoy yourself! Have fun! 

b. Come in! Sit down! Don' t  worry about  me! 
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In other cases, when imperatives are used as warnings, the advantage for the addressee 
can't  be 'read off' immediately from the linguistic expression, but is still really there: 

(2) a. Be careful! He's a dangerous man. 

b. Duck:! 

For (2b), for instance, it might be better  for me to rapidly follow the 'master's '  
instruction than to respond more slowly (too late) after accessing the situation and 
deciding for myself on the proper action. 

Thus, I would claim that for direct commands the (overall) preferences of speaker 
and hearer are not really different. (Sometimes the speaker can simply afford herself to 
be direct, because she is mutually known to have enough power to hurt the addressee 
if he doesn't comply to the order. But this makes obeying the order in the interest of 
the addressee as well!) At other times, however, we seek to influence others in order to 
let them do things that  go against their immediate goals without (using) these extra 
powers. In these cases we typically use polite requests. Making a request by means of 
an indirect polite question Could you by any chance lend me your car? rather than in 
a directly commanding tone Lend me your car t is a typical case. But this suggests 
that the function of being polite is to change the original situation, or game, where 
the preferences of the conversational participants are not aligned to one where they 
are. In the latter situation, coordination (i.e. help of the other participant) can again 
be expected. A first strategy is to pretend as if  preferences are already (more or less) 
aligned, or goals are shared. A first way of doing so is to use inclusive 'we': 1 

(3) a. Let's stop for a coffee. (i.e. I want a coffee, so let's stop) 

b. Let's get on with diner, eh? (i.e. you should get on) 

Another is to use linguistic markers, like so or then, which indicates that the speaker is 
drawing a conclusion to a line of reasoning carried out cooperatively with the addressee. 
They can be used as a fake prior agreement to pressure the addressee to accept the 
request/offer: 

(4) a. So, I'll be seeing you at 5 o'clock then. 

b. Take this radio off my hands for 5 quid then? 

A third is to pretend to be great friends, lovers or members of a close group (by 
using slang): 

(5) a. Help me with this bag here, will you pal/luv? 

b. Lend[ us two bucks then, wouldja Mac? 

If an already existing alignment of preferences cannot seriously be pretended, one 
can try a secxmd strategy, to minimize the imposition/request as in (6): 

(6) I just want to ask you if I can borrow a tiny bit of paper. 

1Most examples below come from Brown & Levinson (1978), although they categorize them in a 
different way. 
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If even that  doesn' t  work, things get serious and one has to use a third strategy. In 
these cases one can t ry  to influence the other by (i) incurring a debt to one's conver- 
sational partner  if she performed the requested action, or (ii) by reducing one's social 
status. The former can either be done directly, as in (Ta), or more indirectly, as in (7b) 
and (7c), by signaling a negative expectation. In both cases the speaker signals that  
afterwards it is common ground that  she owes her conversational participant something. 

(7) a. I'll never be able to repay you if you ... 

b. I don ' t  suppose there 'd be any possibility of you ... 

c. You don' t  have any manila envelopes, do you by any chance? 

The latter way of influencing the other, i.e. by reducing one's social status, is already 
done by phrasing what one wants the other to do in terms of a question (request) ra ther  
than as a direct command. Additionally, one can explicitly understate, or play down, 
one's self and one's capacities, as in (8a) to ask for help, or one can show hesitation 
(merging reluctance and incompetence), typically done in English by using 'uh '  as in 
(Sb), and (according to Brown & Levinson, 1978) in Tzeltal by using high pitch: 

(8) a. I think I must be absolutely stupid but I simply can ' t  understand this map. 

b. I think you should, uh, at tend to your files. 

If you want someone else to do something that  is not in accordance with her immedi- 
ate goals or desires, you can t ry  to influence her by promising her money: a transferable 
good. One can think of such a promise, e.g. (9), as a contract. I think that  you will 
perform the for yourself undesirable action only if I pay for it. It  will cost me money. 

(9) If you mow the lawn, I'll give you five euros. 

Just  like this explicit promise involves a (proposal for) transfer of goods, so does, 
I propose, a polite request. Both turn the status quo situation of partial conflict into 
one where both parties are bet ter  off. However, in case of a polite request the transfer 
involves incurring a social debt and reducing one's social status, which are not material  
goods. But that  doesn' t  matter .  The essential point is that  both are disadvantageous, 
and thus costly, for speakers. 

It is a general rule within linguistics that  an (un)marked expression tends to have 
an (un)marked meaning. As we will see in the following section, the markedness of 
an expression is typically 'measured'  in terms of its complexity, and that  of a meaning 
in terms of its probability. In this section, however, we saw that  polite requests are 
marked compared to direct commands in terms of the costs that  they incur. This, 
I will propose, has also a consequence for what one should think in these cases as a 
marked meaning. In the following more formal sections I will propose tha t  the way 
we should think of 'marked meanings'  can be characterized in terms of the way the 
goals and preferences of conversational partners are aligned. In case the preferences 
are strongly aligned, a marked expression suggests an unlikely meaning, at other times 
it suggests that  the speaker is a high quality signaler. I will formalize this by making use 
of Lewisean (1969) signaling games and Zahavi 's  (1975) biological handicap principle 
(and/or  Spence's analysis of education). 
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2 Signaling games 

2.1 Cos t l e s s  s i g n a l i n g  

A signaling game is a game of incomplete information where one individual, the sig- 
naller, is inforraed of the value of an uncertain parameter t (her type) and then chooses 
an action m, :referred to as a message. A second individual, the receiver, observes 
this message (but not the value of t) and performs some action e. The payoff to each 
individual depends only on the value of r a n d  the action e adopted by the receiver. 

For simplicity I will assume that the strategies of sender and receiver are funct ions 
from types to :messages, and from messages to actions, respectively. Assuming that T 
is the set of types, M the set of messages, and E the set of actions, a sender-strategy 
S is thus an element of [T ~ M] and a hearer-strategy R is an element of [M ~ E]. 

Although the messages used in signaling games need not have a pre-existing mean- 
ing, they can acquire one due to the strategic interaction between sender and receiver, 
in particular, when they use strategies that are part of a Nash equilibrium. A strat- 
egy profile (S, R) forms a Nash equilibrium iff neither the sender nor the receiver can 
do better  by unilateral deviation. Signaling games as described above above typically 
have lots of equilibria (depending on probability and payoff functions). However, we 
are interested only in equilibria of a particular kind: equilibria where different types 
of senders send different messages. These equilibria are called (totally or partially) 
separating. If a signaling game has such a separating equilibrium, the sender can reveal 
some information about her type. In other words, in such a situation communication 
is possible. If sender strategy S is part of a separating equilibrium, we might say that 
message S( t )  means {t t e T : S( t ' )  = S(t)} = St, because all and only individuals of 
the types in St send message S( t ) .  Notice, however, that in a two-type two-message sit- 
uation there might already be 2 separating equilibria. For this reason, one concentrates 
in costless signaling games not so much on one particular equilibrium and what the 
particular messages mean in this equilibrium, but rather on whether separating equi- 
libria exist. If there does not exist a separating equilibrium in a game with two-types, 
no communication is possible. 

For the simple situation with two types Of senders and where the receiver can 
choose between two actions, we can show that separating equilibria exist in very specific 
situations only (see Gibbons, 1992). Consider the following abstract table: 

two-type, two-action: 
eH eL 

tH X, 2 z,O 

tL y,O i W, 1 

It is easy to see that  in this two-type, two-action situation, communication (i.e. a 
separating equilibrium) is possible only in case x > z and y < w. We can check this by 
looking at the other possible cases: (i) if z > x and y > w the preferences are strictly 
opposed. No communication is possible now, because tH would like the hearer to believe 
that his type is tL, and the other way around for a sender of type tL. Thus the signaling 
game will have no Nash equilibrium; (ii) if x > z and y > w (or if z > x and w > y) 
both types of sender prefer the same action of the receiver: in our example both prefer 
action eH to action eL. Also in this case no communication will take place, because 
both players want the receiver to believe that  her type is tH. We can conclude that 
in the simplest two-type, two-action situations, communication is possible only in case 

( 
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. . . ,  

the preferences are perfectly aligned. In an important paper, Crawford & Sobel (1982) 
have generalized this simple result: they show that the amount of possible (credible) 
communication in costless signaling games depends on how far the preferences of the 
agents are aligned. 2 

2.2 C o s t l y  s i g n a l i n g  a n d  e f f i c i e n t  l a n g u a g e  o r g a n i z a t i o n  

Above we only considered signaling games with costless messages. In standard game 
theory, however, the messages used can be more or less expensive. These extra costs 
of signals can influence the equilibrium play of the game. But this means that  these 
costs can have an effect on the meaning of the signals as well. In a signaling game with 
payoff relevant messages, the payoff-functions of the sender (U1) and the receiver (U2) 
are elements of [T × M x E ~ R]. A strategy profile (S, R) together with probability 
function P forms a (sequential) Nash equilibrium iff neither the sender nor the receiver 
can do bet ter  by unilateral deviation. That  is, (S, R) forms a Nash equilibrium iff for 
all t E T the following two conditions are obeyed: 

(i) -~3S' : Ui( t ,S( t ) ,R(S( t ) ) )  < Ui(t ,S ' ( t ) ,R(S'( t )))  
(ii) -~3R' : E~'est P(t'/S~) × U2(t', S(t'), R(S(t '))) < 

Et,est  P(t ' /St)  x U2(t', S(t'), R'(S(t'))) 

If the participants of a conversation coordinate on strategy profile (S, R), the mean- 
ing of the message S(t) is St, and depends partly on the costs of messages. Suppose 
that we can measure the cost of a message S(t) by its length, l(S(t)). Suppose also 
that  the preferences of sender and receiver are perfectly aligned and that  successful 
communication is most important. To account for the latter, let us assume temporary 
that  E = T and that a sender of type t can communicate his type successfully when 
communication strategy combination (S, R) is used i f fR(S( t ) )  = t. Taking also the 
costs of messages into account, the utility of a type-message-action triple can then 
naturally be defined in terms of the success of communication and the length of the 
message used as follows: 

u(t, s(t), R(S(t))) = l(S(t)) -1, if R(S(t))  = t 
= 0 otherwise 

Even with extra costs, such games of complete coordination still have many equi- 
libria. However, the expected utilities of these equilibria differ. The expected utility 
of equilibrium (S, R) with respect to probability function P is simply ~ teT  P(t) x 
U(t, S(t), R(S(t))).  It is obviously the case that  pooling (i.e. non-completely separat- 
ing) equilibria will have a lower utility than completely separating ones. However, by 
making utilities depending on the length of the messages we can also distinguish be- 
tween separating equilibria where we have full communication. Equilibria with a higher 
utility are those that  - on average - send messages with a shorter length. 

Standard game theory does not really distinguish equilibria with respect to expected 
utility, and neither does the standard (ESS) solution concept in evolutionary game 
theory (because all separating Nash equilibria are strict ones). However, when we either 
give up the assumption that  the evolutionary process behind the ESS-concept makes 

2For more discussion on credible communication in costless signalling games, see Van Rooy (2003). 
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use of random pairing (e.g. Hamilton 1964; Skyrms, 1996) or is deterministic (Kandori, 
Mailath & Rob, 1993; Young, 1993) (in which case phonological simplification can be 
due to mutation), we can show (van Rooy, in press) that in pure coordination games 
evolution tends to select equilibria with, on average, messages with small(est) length. 3 
This explains the fact observed by Zipf (1949) and others that messages that are used 
a lot (have a probable meaning) tend to be short: it is an evolutionary explanation 
behind the economics of language organization. 

The above reasoning suggests that  costly messages are typically used to express 
meanings with a low probability. In section 1 we argued that polite expressions are 
typically more costly t h a n  their less polite counterparts. However, the reason behind 
this doesn't seem to have to do a lot with the probability of the meaning expressed. 
To explain the reason why polite expressions are costly we have to look somewhere 
else. In these cases, the preferences of the conversational partners are not in perfect 
harmony. In the final sections of this paper I will propose that the explanation for the 
use of costly polite expressions is given by the biological handicap principle. 

3 Politeness: signaling a handicap to establish harmony  

3.1 T h e  h a n d i c a p  p r i n c i p l e  

As we have seen in section 2.1, in two-type, two-action costless signaling games the 
sending of signals is useless unless the preferences of the players are in perfect harmony. 
This is in accordance with Maynard Smith's (1974) and Dawkins & Krebs' (1978) early 
use of game theory to account for animal 'communicative' behavior. They conclude 
that animals with (partially) conflicting interests will not communicate: threat dis- 
play conveying accurate information about aggressiveness or level of escalation is not 
evolutionarily ,,stable, and the animals will maintain a 'poker face' to hide their true 
intentions. But even in these simple situations, agents - animate or human - sometimes 
send messages to each other, even if the preferences are less harmonically aligned. Why 
would they do that?  Moreover, could there somehow still be real honest communication 
going on? If so, how? 

In the animal kingdom we see traits which are truly exagerating: peacocks with 
very long tails, stags with enormous antlers, etc. Such exaggerated traits are not only 
costly in terms of their production and maintenance, but are also deterious with regard 
to survival. Natural selection should therefore eliminate the showy males and favor the 
more cryptic ones. How can it be that natural selection didn't do so? Zahavi (1975) 
proposed an appealing explanation: individuals who sport the exaggerated traits and 
live to tell the tale must be truly extraordinary males, with genotypes that  can readily 
tolerate the survival costs of the trait. Consequently, Zahavi argued, females should 
pick males with these 'handicaps' because they have made it through a survival filter. 
So, by showing one's handicap, an agent can communicate his true quality/ability in 
an honest way. Handicaps make honest communication possible, even if the preferences 
of the individuals involved are not fully aligned .4 

3It is important that we talk about pure coordination games, because only in those cases it is 
guaranteed that the risk-dominant strategy pairs as selected by the Kandori, Mailath & Rob-approach 
are also the Pareto efficient ones. 

aThe economist and sociologist Thorstein Veblen (1989) already suggested a similar explanation 
for the seemingly ridiculous squandering of resources by the wealthy classes he observed: The wealthy 
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Over the years, the use of this handicap principle has been extended from sexual 
selection to a number of other animal communicative behaviors. Noteworthy are the 
analyses of begging baby birds, alarm calls, and threat behavior of animals when con- 
testing resources (see Bergstrom's http://octavia.zoology.washington.edu/handicap/).  
These analyses assume that there exists a variety of ways in which communicative dis- 
plays can handicap the signaler. That  is, in different signaling systems, the costs of 
messages are determined in different ways. In the original examples of sexual signaling 
by peacocks and others, the costs were merely costs of production. For threat display 
- when signals are sent for a strategic reason -,  however, the costs are not incurred 
by production (these are negligible), but by the receiver. The receiver can verify the 
message (by ignoring the threat, i.e. attack), and the cost depends on the type of the 
sender: high quality senders do better  (when attacked) than low quality senders. In 
these cases, the costs might be called social costs. 

3 . 2  A g a m e  t h e o r e t i c a l  a n a l y s i s  

Zahavi stated his handicap principle informally. However, Grafen (1990) showed that 
it can  be formalized by making use of game theory (and he gives an extra motivation 
by thinking of it from an evolutionary point of view). As it turns out, Grafen's analysis 
is essentially the same as Spence's (1973) model of job-market signaling, making use 
of Lewisean (1969) signaling games with added costs. 5 The utility functions of sender 
and receiver now depend not only on the sender's type and the receiver's response - 
as in costless signaling games - ,  but also on the message sent. We have seen above 
that  making messages more or less costly makes much sense in biological applications. 
The length of a peacock's tail, for example, is thought of as a signal and sending the 'I 
have an enormous tail'-signal costs a lot of extra energy - is a handicap - during life. 
While this biological signal is genetically determined, others - such as threat behavior 
- are more strategic in nature. The assumption that signals can be expensive makes 
much sense in economical applications as well: Education, advertisements, and pricing 
habits, for instance, are thought of as signals, and the sending of these signals can 
be more or less costly than others. Notice that in economical applications sending an 
expensive message is almost always done for a strategic reason. 

Consider the abstract two-type two-action game of section 2.1 again with x = 1 > 
0 = z and y = 1 > 0 = w. This is a favorite type of signaling game studied by 
economists and biologists because it is the simplest kind of game in which the agents' 
preferences are neither perfectly aligned nor strictly opposed, and where the role player 
prefers, irrespective of her type, column player to choose ell. 

For a separating equilibrium to exist, individuals of type tL must not benefit by 
adopting the signal typical of individuals of type tH, even if they would elicit a more 
favorable response by doing so. The solution suggested by Spence (1973) and Zahavi 
(1975) is to make the signal typical of individuals of type tH costly to produce, partic- 
ularly for individuals of type tL. Assume that rn I is cost-free, but that the cost of m 
depends on the type of the signaler. The cost is denoted C(ts, m) for individuals of type 
tH, and C(tL, m) for individuals of type tL. Provided that  C(tL, m) > 1 > C(tH, m), 

engage in conspicuous consumption in order to advertise, i.e. signal, their wealth. 
5Spence's analysis has become a textbook classic within economics, especially since the increasing 

recognition of the importance of (asymmetric) information for economic reasoning (cfl Hirschleifer & 
Riley, 1992). 
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the  cost  of m will outweigh the  benefi ts  of i ts p roduc t ion  for indiv iduals  of  t y p e  tL, 
but  not  for indiv iduals  of t y p e  t g ,  so t ha t  the  following sepe ra t ing  equi l ib r ium ex- 
ists: ind iv idua ls  of  t ype  tH send message m, while indiv iduals  of  t ype  tL send (if at  
all) message  m '. Al te rna t ive ly ,  we can  reach the  same conclusion by assuming  t ha t  
x > C ( t g ,  m)  := C(tL ,  m)  > y.6 

To make  th ings  concrete,  let  us assume t h a t  we have two types  of individuals ,  two 
messages,  and two act ions  t h a t  the  receiver can perform.  On  our  s impl i fy ing a s sumpt ion  

t ha t  sender  and receiver s t ra tegies  are  funct ions,  a sender  s t ra tegy,  for instance,  is a 
funct ion from types  to  messages:  we don ' t  allow for mixed  sender  s t ra tegies .  This  
means  t h a t  bo th  sender  and receiver  have four possible  s t ra tegies :  

Sender  : 

tH tL 
$1 m m '  

$2 m m 
$3 m '  m 
34 m t. 7rt I 

m 

R1 e 
Receiver  : R2 e 

R3 e' 
R4 e' 

m, 
e t 

e 
e 
e t 

Assume  t h a t  senders  of  t y p e  tH are  less l ikely t h a n  senders  of  t y p e  tL, e.g. P ( t H )  = 
1 In  t h a t  case it follows (by Bayes '  law) t ha t  wi th  respect  to  $2 and $4 - where  bo th  4" 
types  of  senders  send the  same message  - P ( t H / m )  = P ( t H / m ' )  ---- ¼. We also make  
the  crucial  a s sumpt ion  of  Spence  and Zahavi  t h a t  the  cost  of  s ignal  m is nega t ive ly  

cor re la ted  wi th  the  sender ' s  quali ty.  For  s impl ic i ty  we t ake  tH's  cost  of  sending message 
m to  be  ½, C( tH ,  m)  = ½, while C ( t L , m )  = ~. We assume also the  following s i tua t ion  
in the  ' beg inn ing  s t a t e '  (with costless s ignal  rn ~) and  the  s i tua t ion  when m is sent: 

e e t e e t 

~t' : tH 1, 2 O, 1 m : tH 2,-1 2 --~,  1 
t L 1,0 0,1 tL - ½ , o  - ~ , 1  ~ 

T h e  ut i l i t ies  in t he  l a t t e r  game  are  t he  same  as t he  benefi ts  in the  former,  except  t ha t  
the  ut i l i t ies  for the  sender  of  a cer ta in  t y p e  are  reduced  by  the  cost  of the  message 
for ind iv idua ls  of  t ha t  type .  Not ice  t ha t  if m '  is sent  (normal ly  in t e rp re t ed  as saying  
noth ing) ,  the  ~marer will choose e ' because  this  ac t ion  gives her  a h igher  expec ted  u t i l i ty  
t h a n  e: 1 versus (¼ x 2) + (3 × 0) = ½. By  sending m, however, the  speaker  can change 
the  game.  W i t h  t he  benefi ts ,  costs,  and  probabi l i t i es  in place, we can de t e rmine  the  

payoffs of each sender-receiver  combina t ion  for each type:  

SA more general characterization can be given. The utility of a signaler of type i to send message 
mj if the receiver performed action ek, Us(ti, mj,  ek), can be decomposed in terms of benefits and costs: 
Us(t~, mj,  ek) = Bs(t~, ek) - C(t~, mj), while the utility for the receiver, Ur, depends only on the type 
of the signaler and the action performed and thus equals the benefit. The benefits are such that all 
signalers strictly prefer en to eL, while the receivers want correlation: B r ( t H , e H )  > B,(tH,eL) and 
Br (tL, eL) > Br(tL, ell). The value of the receiver's action eH for a signaler of type ti, Vi, can be defined 
as follows: Vn = B(tn,  el l)  -- B(tI-I, eL) > 0 and VL = B(tL, en) -- B(tL, eL) > 0. The cost of signaling 
m for a signaler of type i, Ci, is Cn = C(tn, m) - C(tg, rn') and CL = C(tL, m) -- C(tL, m'). In order 
for the desired separating equilibrium to exist, it must be the case that Us(tn, m, ell) > Us(tH, m', eL) 
and Ua (tL, rn', eL) > U~(tL, m, en). This means that the following two conditions have to be fulfilled: 
B ( t n  , e l l )  -- C(tH, Tit) > B(tH, eL) - C( tH ,  m ' )  and B(tL, eL) -- C ( tL ,  rft') > B(tL, ell) -- C(tL, m). But 
in the situation under discussion this is the case exactly if V/4 < CH and VL < CL. The conditions 
stated in the main text, i.e. C(tL,m) > ( x - - z )  = ( y - -w)  > C(tH,m) and ( x - z )  > C(tn,m) = 
C(tL, m) > (y -- W), are both special cases of this. 
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tH: tL: 

tH R1 R2 .R3 R4 

Sl 15,:1 5,: -½,1 -½,1 
l ½,1 1 

s3 0,1 1,2[ 11,21 0,1 
, $4 0,1 1,5 1,5 i [0,1[ 

tL R1 R2 R3 R4 

s, I o, xl I 
$2 2, 2 2, 2 
$3 --5,0 --½,0 ---~,1 --~,1 

s4 Io,ll IO,ll 

For (S, R) to be an equilibrium in a signalling game, it has to be a Nash equilibrium 
for all possible types, i.e., both for tH as for t i .  This means that  the complete game 
has two equilibria: ($1, R1) and ($4, R4). (As the reader might check for herself, 
exactly the same reasoning goes through when we assume that  C( tu ,  m) = C(tL, m), 
but Ui(tH, e) > U1 (ti ,  e).) This is enough to show that  under natural  assumptions a 
separeting equilibrium, i.e. ($1, R1), exists where a costly message is sent if and only 
if the sender is of a high type. Notice that  because in equilibrium ($4, R4) the costly 
message m will never be sent, the fact that the sender uttered m already suggests that  
he is assuming the other, seperating, equilibrium. 7 

3.3 Be ing  pol i te  is a handicap 

Notice that  by using a costly message, we make a separating equilibrium possible because 
we have changed the situation from one where the preferences were not aligned to 
one where they are. I would like to propose now that  there exists a correspondence 
between, on the one hand, the use of costly signals to insure honest communication in 
the animal kingdom, and, on the other, the use of polite linguistic expressions in human 
communication to signal good intentions. 

Think of the original situation (where the sender signals rn ~) as one where the 
receiver (player 2) wonders whether she should perform e or not (in which case she 
does nothing, or e~). Player 2 knows that  the sender prefers her to take action e. 
However, player 2 doesn' t  know whether the sender is a grateful individual (of type 
tH) who will reward her afterwards, or not (type t i ) .  In other words, the game that  
is being played is one of incomplete information. Let us say that  U2(tH, e) ---- 2, but 
U2(ti, e) = 0. The receiver would like to perform e for a grateful individual, but 
otherwise prefers to do nothing (play et). Let 's  say that  U2(tu, e') = U2(tL, e ~) = 1. 
The game as described above shows that  in case the sender can send a costly request 
(message) m to the receiver to do e such tha t  C(tH, m) = 5 and C(tL, m) = -~, it is 
possible for a high, but not for a low, quality individual to influence the receiver to 
perform the desired action e. But how can it be that  in this case the cost of the request 
is higher for one type of individual than for the other? In fact, how should we interpret 
the cost of the message in the first place? 

To explain polite linguistic behavior in terms of costly messages, it seems clear that  
production costs shouldn't  really play a role (in that  sense, talk is cheap). This means 

7Note that because the average utility of equilibrium ($1, R1) is higher than that of ($4, Ra), one 
can also imagine that it will be singled out as the unique equilibrium according to an (even) more 
fine-grained equilibrium concept. To my surprise, biologists are normally already content to see that 
a separating equilibrium is possible, without wondering themselves under which circumstances this 
equilibrium will actually be selected. 
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that if the message is costly, this must partly be the receiver's responsibility. Thus, it 
are social costs that  are at issue here. But what could these costs be? In section 1 
we argued that  there are (at least) two ways in which one can t ry  to influence one's 
conversational partner to do something that  goes against her own interest if one doesn't 
have enough power to force her, or cash money to pay: one can either (i) reduce one's 
social status or (ii) incur a social debt (with respect) to one's conversational partner. 
Making a polite request can be costly in both of these ways. However, some types 
of individuals can afford to pay a higher price (especially, incur a greater debt) than 
others: when asked for, for instance, some can pay the debt, i.e., do a favor of the same 
magnitude in return, while others cannot. This latter fact assures that (if paying the 
cost can be assured) only individuals of a high quality can afford to be polite. 

3 .4  P o l i t e n e s s  a n d  c o m p l e x i t y  

In the beginning of the paper we observed that  if politeness plays an important role 
in communication, Griceans maxims tend to be violated. As it turns out, this is in 
particular the case for the maxim of manner: the rule that  we should communicate 
our beliefs and desires in an efficient way. Indeed, whereas an economical view on 
language (use) suggests a preference for simple linguistic forms (see section 2.2), a 
pressure for being polite typically leads to complication rather than simplification of 
the form-meaning correspondence. Polite expressions are typically less direct than 
their less polite counterparts, and less direct linguistic expressions are typically more 
complicated than more direct ones. Compare: 

(10) a. Come here! 

b. Could you come here for a moment, please? 

(11) a. I want to see you for a moment. 

b. I wondered if I could possibly see you for a moment. 

Above we have interpreted polite requests as being costly and suggested why it 
thus (normally) is a reliable signal of intentions, s Whether a sentence is used as a com- 
mand or a request, however, can (normally) not be determined solely by the sentence's 
syntactic features. Often, one recognizes what people are doing in verbal interchanges 
(e.g. requesting, offering, criticizing, complaining, suggesting) not so much by what 
they overtly claim to be doing as in the fine linguistic detail o f  their utterances. Clues, 
like phonological realization and length of the sentence, are crucial here. So why do we 
associate the amount o] effort used to make a request/command with the force with 
which the request/command is made? Why do polite requests tend to be more complex 
(longer) than direct commands? 

Our approach in terms of costly signaling does not yet give an explanatory analysis 
of why a polite use of language leads to complication: the complexity of an utterance 
by itself cannot be costly enough (in terms of production costs) to induce the favored 
reaction by a Zahavian handicap reasoning. In this sense talk is pretty cheap. But 
why then this complexity? The reason is twofold, or so I would like to propose. The 
most important reason for complexity is simply that due to an extra expression of 

SUnfortunately, the social cost mechanism isn't perfect. Slimy fellows can survive. 
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unexpectedness or gratefulness the social costs increase, and the individual that sends 
the message thus becomes more reliable. But the extra complexity is also used as an 
extra marker of politeness: a third party will notice that  a polite request is being made 
which makes the reduction of the speaker's social status more serious, and gives more 
'insurance' that  the incurred debt indeed will be payed. 

4 Conc lus ion  and o u t l o o k  

In this paper we have observed that  polite speech typically violates the Gricean picture 
of language use as an efficient mechanism of transferring reliable and relevant informa- 
tion. I have argued that the reason behind this is that  polite linguistic behavior can 
be expected when the crucial assumption behind Grice's cooperative principle does not 
hold: in case there is a conflict between the preferences of speaker and addressee. Being 
polite is seen as a strategic way of getting what one wants, and analyzed in terms of 
costly signaling games and Zahavi's handicap principle. Polite utterances come with 
social costs that  can establish a harmony of preferences between sender and receiver 
that did not exist before, but these costs can be afforded only by certain types of 
individuals. 

In this paper I have thought of polite speech from an economical cost-benefit point 
of view. However, factors not mentioned until now play a role as well, and it is not 
completely clear how they fit into the picture. For instance, the primary reason why the 
following sentences are progressively more polite seems to be related wi th the  increasing 
choice left to the hearer to opt out (cf. Leech, 1983): 

(12) a. Take me home! 

b. Can you take me home? 

c. Could you take me home? 

d. Could you possibly take me home? 

Although the hearer's opting out is costly for the speaker, it is not obvious how to 
model this increase of politeness in terms of costly signaling, in particular, in terms 
of the handicap principle. Another limitation is that  I concentrated myself here only 
on commands and requests. However, politeness plays a crucial role in other speech 
acts as well. For offers, for instance, it is more polite to offer more than offering less, 
and by doing so in a commanding tone leaving no other options: Take some cookies/is 
better  than You may take a cookie. An assertion, as another example, can be polite if it 
uses, for instance, in-group identity markers, or if it shows (or exagerates) an interest, 
approval, sympathy, or respect for the hearer (e.g. by using honorifics). Intuitively, the 
handicap analysis could be of help here as well, because those ways of being polite can 
be costly too. This is obvious for the above offers, and the polite assertions come with 
the danger that the addressee will take the speaker too seriously. In general, however, it 
remains unclear to me in how far Brown & Levinson's (1978) essentially hearer oriented 
'preservation of face' analysis of politeness can be captured in terms of our essentially 
speaker oriented costly-signaling account. To give more weight to the heater 's benefits, 
the game-theoretical analysis of bargaining should perhaps be relevant here as well. I 
hope to get clearer about this in the future. 
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The handicap principle was introduced by Zahavi to account for honest conmmni- 
cation. As far as human language use is concerned, this suggests that it should be used 
primarily to motivate Grice's maxim off quality. This maxim asks of the speaker (of an 
assertion) not to say more than he has evidence for. Indeed, in an interesting recent 
paper Lachman et al. (2001) suggest that by making use of social costs, the handicap 
principle can be used here. Why should a speaker obey Grice's maxim? Sometimes 
it is advantageous pretending to know more than one actually does, or even to lie. In 
normal conversations, however, if one makes a statement, one is also committed to its 
truth. The truth of this statement can be verifiable. Thus, to make a strong statement 
can be costly: you can be punished (perhaps in terms of reputation) when you have 
claimed something that turns out not to be true. And this can be enough not to violate 
the quality maxim. 

Both my analysis of polite requests as the above sketched analysis of truthful hu- 
man communication suggests that although natural language expressions are cheap in 
production, the handicap principle can still be used to account for communicative be- 
havior between humans. With Lachman et al (2001) I take this to be an important 
insight: it suggests a way to overcome the limitations of both cheap talk signaling and 
Gricean pragmatics. The handicap principle shows us how to account for successful 
communication even if the preferences of the agents involved are not well aligned. 
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